
QUALITY OF MIND

A PIONEERING APPROACH TO 

ORGANISATIONAL & PERSONAL 

PERFORMANCE & WELLBEING



UNLOCKING
The Hidden Human 

Horse Power of 

Organisational Performance
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Enabling mind-set transformation

‘BEHIND THE EYE’ Change

Facilitating change ‘outside – in’

‘IN FRONT OF THE EYE’ Change

LEVEL OF CHANGE – A DISTINCTION
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What we call…

QUALITY 

OF 

MIND

This is the biggest single variable on our 

behaviour in any moment 

It is happening to all of us, all the time 

The Answer

LEVEL OF CHANGE – THE ROLE OF QUALITY OF MIND



WHAT IS 
QUALITY OF 

MIND?

✓CLARITY

✓RESILIENCE

✓CREATIVITY

✓AN OPENNESS TO CREATE 

MEANING

✓CONNECTION WITH OTHERS

✓FLOW STATE

✓SEEING POSSIBILITY 

✓ INNATE ‘INSIDE OUT’ WELLBEING

OUR ABILITY IN ANY MOMENT TO ACCESS 
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Typical Behavioural Indicators 

QUALITY OF MIND

Open & proactive 

Opportunity seeking 

Organisationally purposeful

Accesses innate resilience and energy

Ability to prioritise and pace

Willing to create from unknown –

values ambiguity

Navigating by internal meaning and  

desire 

Open minded, curious about possibility 

A sense of authenticity, and comfort in 

own skin

Guarded & reactive 

Problem focused

Personally invested 

Struggles to keep motivation

Working near burn out levels

Creates from known – a need to fit 

with own experience 

Needs external pressures / incentive 

Narrow minded, resists input and challenge

Hard exterior, resists connection and empathy 
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Benefits at an Individual Level

UNDERSTANDING QUALITY OF MIND
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At a Group Level – Shifting the Quality of Communication

UNDERSTANDING QUALITY OF MIND
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• Fresh emergent shared meaning    

• Accessing creativity and possibility

• Building relational understanding

• Insight based

• The ‘known’ is temporary

EMERGENT 
DIALOGUE

• Non reflective or systemic

• Thinking from personal constructs

• Blind spots on assumptions made

• Unknown feels uncomfortable

• Comparing separate meanings

TRANSACTIONAL 
CONVERSATION

• Shirking responsibility/ Lip service

• Personally attached to outcome

CLOSED / 
WITHDRAWN

• Own agenda

• Self preservation 
SABOTAGE



QUALITY OF MIND

AND

ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE

WHAT REALLY MAKES CHANGE WORK?



Conventionally organisations are innocently 

are looking in the wrong place to address 

Quality of Mind. This video explains more

These initiatives do have an effect, but are 

not addressing what truly creates our Quality 

of Mind

ENABLING QUALITY OF MIND: THE CONVENTIONAL FOCUS…

…Looking at Symptoms, Not at Causes

https://youtu.be/W4y4I1zx1nw
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The Visible Factors

Traditional Levels

The Foundations of Change

Unlocking a invisible variable

THE RIGHT PLACE TO FOCUS FOR CHANGE
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The Visible Factors

Traditional Levels

The Foundations of Change

A New Paradigm for Organisational CHANGE

THE RIGHT PLACE TO FOCUS FOR CHANGE

Quality of Mind as 

the Basis For Change

Expanded View 
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To Increase Benefits Realisation of Change Programmes

HOW DO WE ‘USE’ QUALITY OF MIND 

• The crucial variable: ‘Behind the eye change’ is the key 

determinate of all sustainable organisational change…

• Which is often overlooked: the amount of behind eye change 

needed is often invisible and therefore over looked, Or…

• We think can’t be changed: we believe it to be ‘fixed’ or 

limited in certain types of people or contexts

• Benefits go beyond the change: This is highly relevant for 

organisational change initiatives, as the shift is hugely 

pervasive and has a wide benefit footprint. It leads to a host of 

competitive advantages e.g. people can ‘outperform’ their 

experience & expertise.



QUALITY OF MIND

AND

LEADERSHIP DEVELPOMENT

THE HIDDEN VARIABLE TO LEADERSHIP 
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Typical Indicators of LEADERSHIP

QUALITY OF MIND - LEADERSHIP

Leadership is about liberating others 
to an unknown potential

Mind neutral - engaged and 
committed, but not attached

Accesses a more intuitive synthesis
and in the moment resourcefulness

Sees beyond personal constructs

Accessing a flow state from a 

open neutral mind & ‘desire’

Willing to create from unknown –
Sees possibility as growth

Awareness of ‘space’ you come from 
when communicating is more 

important than the content or style

Leadership swing from apathy or  
avoidance, to micro management

Risk averse, listens through a 
defensive filter.

Narrow leadership style, inability to 
flex to situation or person

Personally attached to egoic survival 
and own gain/progression

Apathetic, and succumbs to negative  
thoughts on motivation and energy

Blinkered by insecurity & stuck in 

past experiences as the reference

Unaware of the impact of their 
state  of mind on communication

Leadership is about empowering
others, and similar outlooks

Open, yet invisibly attached/ 
invested to a specific outcome

Sets the pace and manages through 
objective analysis and goals

Desire to balance personal 
& organisational purpose

Uses willpower to ‘push through’

Creates from known & fits with 

their  scope of experience

Focuses on saying the right things in 
the  right way

Often the invisibly accepted norm

of ‘what good looks like’
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Typical Indicators of COMMUNICATION

QUALITY OF MIND - COMMUNICATION

Open, curious and vulnerable

Contributions solely add relevance  for 

the group seeking clarity and  

connection. Succinct and insightful

Knows connection & insight
is possible with anyone

Sees beyond personal
constructs. Mind neutral

Trusts the collective wisdom of  
collaboration and co-creation

Knows the content and style of  
communication is less important  
than the ‘space’ you come from

Reactive & driven by insecurity and 

need

Contributions are personally invested, 
&  inconsequential for true group 
value. Often confusing

Focuses on difference and separation 
between people

Unaware of blind spots, inability to 
‘hear’ new. Biased for personal survival

Feels the need to manipulate and 
protect from opinions and actions of 
others

Unaware of the impact of their 
state of  mind on communication

Proactive but defaulting to risk averse

Contributions are tangential, often 

to prove a point or demonstrate self 

value.  Often verbose

Confuses and links difference of 
opinion, with lack of connection

Filtering to balance personal 
& organisational purpose

Feels need to influence and 
reframe others

Focuses on saying the right things 
in the right way

Often the invisibly accepted norm

of ‘what good looks like’



We are innocently are looking in the wrong 

place to address Quality of Mind. 

Leadership and culture development typically 

focuses on interventions around either, a) 

attitudinal or behaviour proscriptions or b) 

enabling to understand their ‘self’ 

These initiatives do have an effect, but are 

NOT addressing what truly creates our 

Quality of Mind

Looking at Symptoms, Not at Causes

ENABLING QUALITY OF MIND: THE CONVENTIONAL FOCUS…
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The Foundations of Behaviour

A New Paradigm

THE RIGHT PLACE TO FOCUS

Quality of Mind as 

the Basis For Change

Expanded View 

The Visible Factors

Traditional Levels
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✓Universal

✓Consistent

✓ Law of Nature

Once these are realised, you can 

work with them to leverage Quality of Mind 

Through enabling a realisation of some key PRINCIPLES of how the mind works

HOW DO WE UNDERSTAND QUALITY OF MIND?
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For Leadership Development & Culture

HOW DO WE ‘USE’ QUALITY OF MIND 

An understanding of Quality of Mind unlocks a host of 

attributes that are key foundations of any desired 

organisational culture.

QoM is important for all employees to understand, but 

crucial for the leadership to model and embody. 

An understanding of QoM creates a very fertile ground for 

other developmental programmes - increasing their 

effectiveness, as well as reducing the need for them in the 

first place. 
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“Everything seems 

very different now. 

What used to be 

problems don't feel 

the same, and I keep 

getting insights on 

new ways to deal with 

things“ 

- Executive Director 

JPMorgan

“This has introduced me to the first set of principles that I have heard of that provide reliable, high-integrity understanding of how human experience 

works. It would be an understatement to say that this has had a profound effect not only on my effectiveness but also on how much I enjoy my work and my 

life in general. The whole process has been simple and effortless and the insight-based nature of the principles means that progress is generated by my own 

understanding and curiosity and there is no tedious ongoing maintenance, implementing required”. - General Manager, Cavitus

A Brief Glimpse

WHAT OTHERS THINK

"This is a fundamental 

mind shift in the way 

you see the world. It 

sounds like hocus 

pocus, but when it 

dawns on you, it makes 

a massive difference to 

life and career.”

- COO, Energy Sector

"In 40 years of 

management training 

I’ve never come across 

anything like this, it’s 

really different and it 

can make a huge 

impact.”  

- Operations Director, 

Kerry Foods

“This change in me was 

something so big and 

unexpected. Whatever 

you are at your core, it 

puts you in touch with 

the best, clearest 

version of yourself. It 

is YOU amplified, and 

the best part it is you 

have access to it all 

the time. “

“A true revelation.  

Everyone in the team 

got something truly 

major. I can not tell 

you how 

excellent/transformati

onal/ valuable the 

entire session was ”  

- MD Advertising 

Agency

“I can clearly see how 

this enables an 

organisation like ours 

to get a competitive 

advantage in an over 

supplied 

market; you’ll get 

more out of your 

talent, and they will 

benefit personally“ 
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Three business contexts

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF QUALITY OF MIND 

To create extraordinary 
business solutions

Solutions for specific current 
unsolved business challenges or 

opportunities

Leadership development & 
culture foundation

To increase the productivity, 
resourcefulness & wellbeing of 

the organisation

To facilitate     

organisational change

To improve the speed, 
sustainability & benefits 
realisation for a change 

programme
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Creating Extraordinary Business Solutions

HOW DO WE ‘USE’ QUALITY OF MIND 

To solve the currently unsolvable. Most organisations have specific 

business challenges and opportunities that once realised would be 

hugely significant to the bottom line. 

• These challenges and opportunities are often complex; due to the 

systemic nature of organisations, embedded organisational 

cultures, and low QoM thinking. 

• They often take up a lot of employee energy, don’t get solved on 

time, and if solved don’t enable full benefits realisation and can 

have other negative consequences e.g. for relationship dynamics 

or silo creation.

• Quality of Mind workshops can be transformational in solving 

these challenges and opportunities, creating solutions that were 

invisible before.   Results are quicker, more profitable, and people 

are left feeling good about each other and the way forward.



QUALITY 

OF 

MIND

ENABLING 

‘BEHIND THE EYE’ 

CHANGE

QUALITY OF MIND is the biggest single variable 

on our behaviour in any moment. It is 

happening to all of us, all the time. Whether we enable ‘behind 

the eye’ change depends on 

our Quality of Mind
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Park Court, 

Pyrford Road, West Byfleet, 

Surrey KT14 6SD

+44 (0) 208 133 8591

piers@makingchangework.co.uk

www.makingchangework.co.uk

Curious to Know More ? 

CONTACT US


